hi I'm NASA Kennedy's cake fighter man

taking you inside KSC

the crew access arm that will serve as

the astronauts bridge to the Orion

spacecraft was recently moved to the

mobile launcher tower at Kennedy the

crew access arm will be installed at

about the 274 foot level on the tower

where it will provide an entry point to

the Orion spacecraft as is at the top

this Space Launch System rocket the arm

is made up of two major components the

truss assembly in the environmental

enclosure or white room the arm will
provide entry and emergency egress for astronauts and technicians into the Orion spacecraft NASA fondly remembered astronaut Dick Gordon who died November 6 at the age of 88 a memorial wreath was placed in a heroes and legends exhibit at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex on November 9th Gordon was a member of a group of astronauts selected by NASA in October 1963 he served as pilot on Gemini 11 and as the command module pilot on the Apollo 12 moon landing mission and remember spaceport magazine digs deeper inside KSC